Chronic pain syndromes
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Chronic pain has traditionally been defined as pain lasting more than three to six months. Many conditions in rheumatology can produce chronic pain. These include diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis and osteoarthritis. Pain in these conditions can usually be attributed to specific pathological mechanisms such as inflammatory synovitis or joint destruction. Effective treatment modalities are available to relieve some, if not most, of the pain in these situations.

Over the past two decades or so, more attention has been given to previously existing conditions, now redefined as syndromes, that produce chronic musculoskeletal pain but in which the underlying pathophysiological mechanisms responsible for the pain have not been elucidated. These conditions have been arbitrarily divided into those causing diffuse versus regional pain. Fibromyalgia is by far the most common chronic diffuse musculoskeletal pain syndrome seen by rheumatologists. Myofascial pain syndromes (MPS) and repetitive strain syndromes (RSS) represent examples of chronic regional pain syndromes. These diffuse and regional pain syndromes have many features in common including the absence of an identifiable organic cause, behavioural maladaptations to pain, and much overlap in symptoms and signs (table). The purpose of this article is to review some of the recent concepts and controversies related to these three syndromes.

Fibromyalgia

The syndrome that we now call fibromyalgia has been known for a long time. The association of diffuse musculoskeletal pain, sleep disturbances, and exhaustion can be traced to biblical times. Various names have been used over the centuries to describe this association of symptoms as new explanations for their cause were proposed. A renewed interest in this condition followed the description by Moldofsky and Smythe of distinct electroencephalographic sleep anomalies in patients with widespread pain and tender points. This growing interest in studying fibromyalgia in recent years is reflected by the number of index entries extracted from Index Medicus, which have increased from 37 in 1974 to more than 500 since 1990.

By contrast with the other chronic pain syndromes related to the musculoskeletal system, fibromyalgia is the only one for which validated classification criteria have been proposed. Thus, a patient with widespread pain as defined by pain affecting the axis and the right and left sides of the body, above and below the waist, and in whom tenderness can be shown on digital palpation of at least 11 of 18 predetermined sites can be classified as having fibromyalgia. Based on these criteria, 3-4% of women and 0.5% of men in the general population of Wichita, KS, USA were found to be affected. The prevalence increased with age, with highest values attained between 60 and 79 years. Seventy six per cent of affected patients had seen a physician in the preceding six months; two thirds took some form of pain medication and 19-7% had applied for, and 7-3% had received, disability benefits. Fibromyalgia accounts for as many as 20% to 25% of new referrals to rheumatologists, ranking second after osteoarthritis.

The aetiology of fibromyalgia is basically unknown. The finding that it occurs at least 10 times more often in women than men is still unexplained. No genetic predisposition has been documented. Whereas it has been suggested that fibromyalgia may in some cases arise after trauma, surgery, or a medical illness, such associations do not prove causality.

Despite intensive research, the pathogenesis is not understood. No specific abnormalities have been found in the tender muscles of patients with fibromyalgia by light microscopy, histochemistry, or electron microscopy. The possibility that fibromyalgia could result from defects in muscle energy metabolism was suggested by studies in which local hypoxia and reduced high energy phosphate concentrations were demonstrated at sites of muscle tenderness. A recent study with phosphorus magnetic resonance spectroscopy reinforced this hypothesis by documenting a higher rate of phosphodiester resonance among the patients with fibromyalgia than among healthy subjects. However, another study using the same technique showed no difference in any of the measures of muscle energy metabolism in patients with fibromyalgia compared with controls carefully matched for their level of aerobic fitness.
The role of disturbed sleep in the aetiology or perpetuation of symptoms of fibromyalgia has been studied extensively in the past 20 years.16 The documentation of α wave intrusion into stages 3 and 4 of the non-rapid eye movement sleep (NREM) was initially thought to be specific for the syndrome especially after symptoms of fibromyalgia were reproduced experimentally in healthy sedentary volunteers with artificial sleep manipulation.17 However, recent studies have shown that these electroencephalographic sleep anomalies lack both sensitivity18 and specificity.19-20

Several investigators have suggested the possibility that neuroendocrine abnormalities such as a deficiency in serotonin23-25 and hypothalamic-pituitary axis perturbations26-27 could be implicated in the syndrome. These findings need to be confirmed in studies using controls matched for pain and sleep disturbances rather than normal subjects. So far, two studies have shown higher concentrations of substance P in the cerebrospinal fluid of patients with fibromyalgia than in normal controls.28 29 However, the significance of this potentially interesting finding was dampened when an inverse relation was found between the substance P concentrations and the severity of pain which was the opposite of that expected if substance P was a key factor in the pathophysiology of the syndrome.29

It is well accepted that pain perception can be influenced by multiple factors including past experiences, culture, personality, and a host of psychosocial factors. Patients with fibromyalgia and their family members have been shown to have had a greater history of depression.30 One recent study showed that previous sexual abuse, physical abuse, and drug abuse were higher in patients with fibromyalgia compared with control patients with rheumatic disease.31 These findings are in contrast with another study in which the prevalence and type of sexual abuse were not different between women with fibromyalgia and community controls.33 However, the abused patients with fibromyalgia reported significantly more symptoms than did the non-sexually abused women. Although these studies have been criticised because of the biases inherent in retrospective studies,33 they represent a step in the right direction because they consider the crucial issues of better defining the psychological background of those who develop these puzzling symptoms.

Because of the non-specific nature of the symptoms reported by the patients and the failure of research efforts to define specific disease markers, it is not surprising that significant controversy still surrounds the existence of fibromyalgia as a distinct syndrome. The absence of diagnostic tests, serological and radiological signs, and truly objective physical signs led Dudley Hart to suggest that fibromyalgia is a “common non-entity”.34 Cohen and Quintner criticised the American College of Rheumatology criteria described previously on the basis that they were derived via a circular argument in which the gold standard was the opinion of experts known to be unconditional believers in the specificity of the condition.35 Using modifications of previously published criteria, fibromyalgia was found in only 0.75% of the Finish population.36 In this study, fibromyalgia was associated with a high risk of mental disorder and all subjects fulfilling the criteria for fibromyalgia also fulfilled the criteria for a psychiatric disorder. This led the authors to conclude that there was little epidemiological support for the concept of fibromyalgia as being a distinct disorder. The specificity of tender points has also been questioned.37 In a cross sectional study conducted in two general practices in north west England, 40% of patients with chronic widespread pain had tender point counts of 11 or more. However, 19% of patients with regional pain and 5% with no pain also had as many tender points. Whereas the presence of tender points was related to complaints of pain, they were also independent of symptom, fatigue, and poor sleep, suggesting that tender points are a measure of general distress rather than markers of a distinct disease entity.

At this time, I think that recognising the physical and psychological suffering of patients with these symptoms is really what matters, whether we call their condition “fibromyalgia” or “chronic diffuse pain syndrome”. So far, all reports from tertiary referral centres that have looked at the diagnosis of these patients indicate that symptoms and signs tend to persist with time in the vast majority.38-41 The outcome in patients from community based practices may be better.42 Tricyclic agents43-45 and aerobic exercises46 49 are the therapeutic modalities that have been most extensively studied. Both produce short term benefit in a small percentage of patients. By contrast, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs44 50 and corticosteroids41 are ineffective. Behaviour modification approaches have a lot of appeal as their primary objective is to de-emphasise the pain focus in favour of active patient participation towards increased function and return to full, unrestricted work and play.52 53 However, their efficacy has yet to be evaluated in randomised controlled trials.

**Myofascial pain syndromes**

Even less is known about myofascial pain syndromes than about fibromyalgia. This denomination was introduced by Travell in the 1950s to describe regional pain syndromes, often of sudden onset, characterised by the presence of trigger points. These points are defined as tender areas deep within the muscle belly which, when palpated, result in referred pain that reproduce the patient’s pain complaint.54 The referred pain does not follow simple segmental patterns and is not necessarily situated in the same dermatome, myotome, or sclerotome as that of the trigger point. Specific patterns of pain referral have been described for all muscles of the body.55 It is thought that many regional pain conditions, including subsets of low back and cervical disorders, tension headache, and
temporomandibular joint syndrome represent myofascial pain syndromes.

Trigger points are said to be located within taut bands of muscle fibres. These represent tense muscle fibres, ranging from a few millimetres to a centimetre in width, that are found by palpation along the longitudinal axis of the muscle among the normally slackened fibres. A transient muscle contraction, the local twitch response, can be induced by rolling the trigger point under the fingers. Trigger points have been described as being either active or latent. An active trigger point, when palpated, results in pain in the trigger point's reference zone which reproduces the pain that is a problem to the patient whereas a latent point is tender locally and may reproduce referred pain that is different from the patient's complaint. The distinction between trigger and tender points is currently the source of much debate.

One of the main problems to plague research over the years in this field has been the absence of agreement on a uniform definition of myofascial pain and trigger points. In an important study, experts on myofascial pain and fibromyalgia examined 23 subjects, including seven patients with fibromyalgia, eight patients with myofascial pain, and eight healthy subjects, while blinded to diagnosis. For the purpose of this study, an active trigger point included the following characteristics: local muscle tenderness, taut band, twitch response, and referred pain that reproduced the patient's complaint. A latent trigger point had similar characteristics except that the zone of reference, when present, did not correspond to the pain that was a problem to the patient. Important questions concerning the validity of the trigger point definition were raised by this study. Thus latent trigger points occurred in less than 3% of patients with myofascial pain. Taut bands and twitch responses, which are usual requirements for the diagnosis of trigger points, were found in equal proportions among patients with myofascial pain, patients with fibromyalgia, and healthy controls. Whereas active trigger points were found in only 3% of the muscle sites examined from healthy subjects, they occurred in an equal proportion of muscles from patients with myofascial pain (17-3%) and fibromyalgia (17-2%). When the requirement for the presence of taut bands and twitch response was eliminated from the definition of an active trigger point, the prevalence of trigger points increased to 38% in the patients with fibromyalgia and to only 23% in the patients with myofascial pain. The reliability of some aspects of the trigger point examination was also questioned because the experts differed significantly in their ability to identify taut bands and muscle twitches. In another study, different physical therapists were also unable to reliably determine the presence of trigger points in patients with low back pain. The findings from these studies cast significant doubts about the concept of myofascial pain syndromes as currently defined.

As is the case for fibromyalgia, the pathogenesis of myofascial pain is not known. Various hypotheses have been postulated but none has been adequately tested. No controlled studies of histological findings using clear case definitions has been reported. Studies evaluating the electromyographic activity of trigger points have yielded conflicting results and so have studies focusing on the clinical usefulness of thermography for the documentation of trigger points.

The psychosocial factors associated with the development and perpetuation of myofascial pain have received little attention. High levels of psychological distress have been documented in patients with myofascial pain syndrome. In a recent study, patients with low back pain considered to be of myofascial origin had higher levels of somatisation and phobia than patients with herniated disc syndrome.

The best way to manage patients with a myofascial pain syndrome remains controversial. The removal of factors susceptible to "activate" trigger points such as sudden overloading and repetitive motion has been recommended as an essential component of management. The "stretch and spray" technique popularised by Travell and her colleagues, which consists of passively stretching the affected muscle fibres after applying a vapo-coolant spray, has been claimed to be the most effective treatment modality. Unfortunately, this approach has not been evaluated in controlled trials. Local injection of trigger points with either local anaesthetics or corticosteroids have also been claimed to be effective. One controlled trial suggested that local anaesthetics were better than dry needling. A double blind crossover trial showed no beneficial effect of low level laser treatment in the management of myofascial pain.

Until more controlled studies are conducted to better define myofascial pain and establish the validity and reliability of the trigger point examination, the interpretation of the medical literature will be extremely difficult and controversy surrounding this diagnosis and its treatment will remain.

Repetitive strain syndromes

Much has been written about "repetitive strain syndromes" and the controversy that this entity generated, particularly in Australia where it reached an epidemic proportion during the 1980s. This syndrome, also known as "repetitive strain injury" (RSI), "occupational overuse syndrome", and in the United States, as "cumulative trauma disorder", defines a non-specific regional pain syndrome that develops in the context of work, in the absence of identifiable disease of the muscle-tendon unit and muscle twitches. It affects the wrist, forearm, and hand regions. Those with the syndrome complain of poor sleep, score higher than controls on questionnaires evaluating anxiety and depression, and show pronounced disease conviction. Physical examination typically discloses areas of muscle tenderness, often in the same regions as described in fibromyalgia. Pain
can be elicited by stressing the wrist, hand, and elbow joint capsules but there is no evidence of underlying synovitis. Grip strength is typically decreased despite a normal neuro-

logcal examination. Skin rolling tenderness is often present over the upper tarpezius region. Some patients eventually develop a chronic widespread pain syndrome that satisfies the classification criteria for fibromyalgia.

Whether or not this syndrome can be causally related to particular work practices has been at the centre of controversy.65-69 Although no one will deny that symptoms of arm pain and fatigue can develop in the context of work, there is no scientific evidence that repetitive movements can cause the symptoms of repetitive strain injury. The significant difference in the prevalence of reported cases of repetitive strain injury in employees doing the same type of work and with the same equipment, suggests that psychosocial variables are far more important than specific work activities in the expression of the syndrome.73 The Australian epidemic has taught the world how misconceptions reinforced by the medical profession, unions, public, and the worker’s compensation system have succeeded in transforming an essentially benign condition into a major public health problem.24 While the court decisions made in Australia and the United Kingdom75 have put an end to the epidemics of repetitive strain injury, this obviously does not mean that chronic pain syndromes developing in the workplace have disappeared. However, by de-emphasising the role of work or specific movements in causing these symptoms, the real issues of causation and prevention can now be considered.

Conclusion

Whether we are dealing with a patient with fibromyalgia or with an individual with a chronic regional pain syndrome that has developed isodiously or in the context of work or trauma, an important and currently un-

resolved issue is to determine which biological and environmental factors may have led the patient to develop a chronic pain syndrome. This aspect of the clinical approach, unfortunately, is often neglected. Perhaps this is due to the fact that too little attention has been devoted by researchers to elucidate the risk factors associated with the development of these syndromes. The emphasis in the past 20 years, particularly concerning fibromyalgia, has been to search for biological markers of the condition.10 This approach may have done more harm than good by implying to the patient that they must wait and hope for a cure through medical science. The future of research in chronic pain syndromes must con-

consider more thoroughly the psychological factors involved in the development of these conditions. Case-control studies, or preferably longitudinal studies, looking specifically at previous traumatic experiences, psychiatric history, job satisfaction, family stress, and financial constraints, to name a few, will help advance our understanding of these syndromes and hopefully provide better ways to prevent them.

Many thanks to Dr E Anne Langlois for her critical review of the manuscript.
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